CONVERSAR AVANZADO JUNIO Modelo 5

CANDIDATO A

GIVING ADVICE
A common friend of yours is experiencing an anxiety problem because he/she is starting a new job (loss of appetite, biting nails...). You and your partner have to agree on what is best to say to him/her in order to help him/her. Talk and exchange your ideas about it.

You may talk about the following:
Entertainment
Going out
Taking up an activity

You have 1 minute to prepare. You have to speak for 4-5 minutes. Your production will be recorded.

CANDIDATO B

GIVING ADVICE
A common friend of yours is experiencing an anxiety problem because he/she is starting a new job (loss of appetite, biting nails...). You and your partner have to agree on what is best to say to him/her in order to help him/her. Talk and exchange your ideas about it.

You may talk about the following:
Entertainment
Going out
Taking up an activity

You have 1 minute to prepare. You have to speak for 4-5 minutes. Your production will be recorded.